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Module 1:
Johns Hopkins University & Baltimore: How History Impacts Our Work

Core Leadership Team

Elizabeth Doerr  SOURC
Crystal Evans  ICTR
Mindi Levin  SOURC
Graham Mooney  SOM
Steven Ragsdale  Center for Innovation & Quality Patient Care (formerly)
Eric Rice  SOE, UHI
Michael Scott  Equity Matters

Featuring

Janice Bowie  JHSPH
Lisa Cooper  SOM
Sister Bobby English  Julie Community Center
Lisa Francis  SMEAC
Andy Frank  Office of the President
Mindi Levin  SOURC
Alvin McCoy  East Baltimore Community
Bishop Douglas Miles  Koinonia Baptist Church; BUILD
Graham Mooney  SOM
Kathleen Page  SOM
Steven Ragsdale  Center for Innovation & Quality Patient Care (formerly)
Glenn Ross  SOURCE Community Consultant
Patricia “Pat” Tracey  East Baltimore Community; JHSPH

Images

Afro-American Newspaper "The Afro"
Andy Cook  Indypendent Reader
East Baltimore Development Corporation
Edmondson Civic Association
Franklin D. Roosevelt Presidential Library and Museum
Marisela Gomez
Mark Reutter  Baltimore Brew
SOURCE
Timothy Wisniewski  Alan Mason Chesney Medical Archives
Music

“Baltimore” by Saleem and Caleb Stine

Production

Rebecca Yenawine New Lens Production
Donnichia McAfee New Lens Production

Module 2:
From Service to Partnership: Principles and Best Practices for Engaging with Community

Featuring

Janice Bowie JHSPH
Maria Carrasco JHSPH
Julia David SON
Mindi Levin SOURCE
Mary McClinton The Door (formerly)
Faith Savill Project PLASE (formerly)
Darius Tandon ICTR (formerly)
Andy Timleck AIRS

Module 3:
Working in a Community Setting: Essential Competencies

Featuring

Elizabeth Doerr SOURCE
Crystal Evans ICTR
Mindi Levin SOURCE
Joan Pettit JHSPH
Cheri Wilson JHSPH
OVERALL ONLINE MODULES PROJECT ASSISTANCE

Content Development

Aita Amaize JHSPH
Michael Barone SOM
Lee Bone JHSPH
Elizabeth Doerr SOURCE
Lori Edwards SON
Crystal Evans ICTR
Archie Golden SOM
Roxie Johnson SOM
Joan Kub SON
Mindi Levin SOURCE
Graham Mooney SOM
Michael Scott Equity Matters
Kimmy Puccetti Public Health Studies
Steven Ragsdale Center for Innovation & Quality Patient Care (formerly)
Eric Rice SOE, UHI
Jen Yogi SOURCE/Center for Social Concern (formerly)

Reviewers

Lorie Benning JHSPH
Farrell Bowen JHSPH
Katie Cruit SON
Marie Diener-West JHSPH
Sally Drumm Alzheimer’s Association (formerly)
Ruthie Fesahazion JHSPH
Lisa Folda Public Health Studies
Danielle German JHSPH
Jim Goodyear Public Health Studies
Brian Gordon JHSPH
Marcos Grados SOM
Jessica Harrington JHSPH
Sally Hess House of Ruth
David Jernigan JHSPH
Vanya Jones JHSPH
Stephen Juraschek SOM
Christine King JHSPH
We thank you all for your generous contributions.

For questions, please contact JHU SOURCE at SOURCE@jhu.edu or 410-955-3880.
www.jhsph.edu/SOURCE